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Let R be a special differential ring. We define the Kolchin schemes and prove that the category 
of Kolchin schemes i  equivalent o the category of special differential rings. We also extend this 
result by proving that the category of quasi-coherent sheaves of @&-modules on a Kolchin 
scheme (Specd(f?), @&) is equivalent to the category of R-modules. 
Introduction 
There are many papers in which the authors apply methods of modern algebraic 
geometry to differential algebra. For example, the introduction of the category of 
special differential rings in [8] allows us to extend many results of algebraic 
geometry to differential algebraic geometry. Unfortunately, there are some basic 
facts in algebraic geometry that cannot be extended, such as the following: the dif- 
ferential coordinate ring of a differential affine variety is distinct from the ring of 
the differential rational functions defined everywhere [3, p. 9011. In fact, if @is the 
structure sheaf on Spec(R), where R is a differential ring, then the ring Rd of 
global sections of the sheaf @A (restriction of 8 to the differential spectrum of R) 
is in general different from R. Furthermore, given an affine differential scheme 
(Speed(R), @A ) and RA = QSpecA (R), @A) there are many differential rings S such 
that RA =r(SpecA(S),&) [l,lO]. 
In this paper we prove that there exists a sheaf of rings @+d) on the differential 
spectrum of a differential ring in which the nilradical is differential. @+d) is distinct 
from @A and r(SpecA (R), @&) = R whenever R is a quasi-special differential ring. 
We introduce the concept of Kolchin scheme as the ringed space (SpecA(R), @&J), 
where R is a special differential ring and we prove the equivalence between the 
category of Kolchin schemes and the category of special differential rings. Further- 
more, we introduce the concept of quasi-coherent sheaf of @&-modules on a 
Kolchin scheme and prove that there is an equivalence of categories between the 
category of R-modules, when R is a special differential ring, and the category of 
quasi-coherent sheaves of the @&I- modules. As a consequence we obtain that 
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H’(Specd(R),S) =0 for any i>O whenever $ a quasi-coherent sheaf of @&,- 
modules on the Kolchin scheme (Speed(R), @&). 
Finally, all these results can be generalized, substituting the family of all differen- 
tial ideals with a family of ideals @? in a ring R and taking Spe+(R) = E? n Spec(R) 
[lo, pp. 164-1681. 
Preliminaries 
We suppose that all rings are commutative with identity and every ring homo- 
morphism preserves the identity. For any ring R and any ideal I of R, rad(l) will 
denote the radical of I. The term differential ring will refer to a ring with a finite 
set d of derivation operators, such that &Y= a’a for each a, %d. 
Let R be a differential ring. An ideal I of R is called a differential ideal if it is 
stable under each a EA. For an arbitrary subset 7’ of R, [T] (respectively { T}) 
denotes the smallest differential ideal (respectively the smallest radical differential 
ideal) containing T. 
0 denotes the free commutative semigroup of derivative operators generated by 
the elements of d. If d E 0, then t9 = naed aeca), e(a) E N. Let R and S be differen- 
tial rings. f: R + S is a differential ring homomorphism if f is a ring homo- 
morphism, such that f?l = af for each a EA. 
For an arbitrary subset T of R, T# = {r E T: Vr E T for each L9 E 0). Several 
properties of the operator (#) are known [8, pp. 239-2431. 
1. Special and quasi-special differential rings 
We begin with the definition and properties of quasi-special differential rings and 
special differential rings. Each open subset U of the differential spectrum deter- 
mines the largest open subset UA of the spectrum such that U, intersects the dif- 
ferential spectrum in U. We study properties of the sets V, and we show that the 
family of all sets Cr, defines a topology on Spec(R) coarser than the Zariski 
topology, whenever R is a special ring. 
Definition. Let R be a differential ring. R is called a quasi special differential ring 
iff the nilradical of R is differential and every maximal differential ideal in R is 
prime. 
Lemma * .I. Let R be a differential ring. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) _ very maximal differential ideal in R is prime; 
(ii) for each subset T of R such that (T) = R we have [T] = R. 
roof. (i) =$ (ii). Let Tc R and suppose that {T} = R. If [T] #R, then [T] is con- 
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tained in a maximal differential ideal I. By (i), I is prime and ( T) #R, { T) being - 
the intersection of all prime differential idea!s containing T. 
(ii) =$ (i). Let I be a maximal differential ideal in R. If I is not prime, then {I) = R. 
So Z= R by (ii). 3 
Example 1.2. Let R be a differential ring such that the nilradical is differential and 
let I be a prime differential ideal in R. RI is a quasi-sp,cial differential ring. 
Definition. Let R be a differential ring. R is called a special differential ring iff the 
radical of every differential ideal is again a differential ideal. 
Special differential rings are studied in [ 1,8,9,10,12]. 
If R is a differential ring and Q c R, then R is a special differential ring [5, 
Corollary of Lemma 2, p. 271. 
More generally, a differential ring R is a special differential ring iff each prime 
ideal I containing n l 1 for some n E 2l’$ is a prime differential ideal [9, Proposition 
1.8, p. 1941. 
Corollary 1.3. Every special differential ring is a quasi-special differential ring. 
Proof. The corollary follows from [9, Proposition 1.8, p. 1941 and the definition 
of quasi-special differential ring. 0 
There are quasi-special differential rings that are not special differential rings. 
Example 1.4. Let R = iT[x, y] and let a be the derivation on R defined by a(r) = 0 for 
each r e 72, a(x) = 3 and a(y) = 0, I = (x” +x2 + 1, y, 2) is a prime differential ideal in 
R. Lee S= R,, S is a differential ring with the derivation a’ induced by a. R, is a 
quasi-special differential ring because R is an integral domain and S is a local ring 
in which the maximal ideal ZR, is differential. S is not a special differential ring, 
because the ideal (x5 +x3 + y +x, 2)R, is a prime ideal containing 2 but it is not dif- 
ferential. 
Let R be a differential ring. Spec(R) is the set of all prime ideals in R with 
the Zariski topology, in which a basis of open sets consists of the sets 
D(r) = {ZE Spec(R): r$ Z} or a basis of closed sets consists of the sets V(r) = 
{ZE Spec(R): r EZ}. Spec,(R) is the set of all prime differential ideals in R with the 
subspace topology from the Zariski topology on Spec(R). 
Lemma 1.5. Let R be a differential ring. For each open subset U of Spec#) 
there exists an open subset L$ of Spec(R) in the Zariski topology such that: 
(i) U, n Speed(R) = U; 
(ii) U, > Spec(R) - C1(Specd (R)); 
(iii) Zf V is an open subset of Spec(R) in the Zariski topology such that 
Vn Spec,(R) = U, then V/c U,. 
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Proof. U= [Spec(R) - V(T)] n SpecA(R) for some Tc R. U”’ = Spec(R) - V({ T}) 
satisfies conditions (i)-(iii). (i) and (ii) are trivial, since (T) E rad(T) C_ { T} for all 
TE R. Now if V=Spec(R) - V(T), then (T’} = {T) w enever Vn SPecd (R) = U. 
Since T’c(T), VW& q 
Lemma 1.6. Let R be a quasi-special differential ring. We have: 
(i) (SPecA (R))A = SPWO; 
(ii) oA = Spec(R) - Cl(SpecA (R)) = 8; 
(iii) Ui, n U& = (Ur n &)A . 
Furthermore, if R is a special differential ring we have: 
(iv) u(UiA: iEI) =(u(Ui: iEl))& 
Proof. (i) and (iii) follow by definition of differential ideal, and by Lemma 1 .S(ii), 
C1(SpecA(R)) = V({O}). Since (0) is a differential ideal, its radical is again a dif- 
ferential ideal because R is a quasi-special differential ring. 
(iv) U ( UiA: i tz I> = Spec(R) - n { V({ q 1): i E I) = Spec(R) - V(rad({ T}, i E I)). 
Now rad({ q}: i E I) is a differential ideal, because ({T}: k I) is a differential 
ideal and R is a special differential ring. q 
Remark. If R is a differential ring, then (ii) becomes DA = Spec(R) - C1(SPecA (R)) 
[2, Lemma AI, p. 6] and (iv) becomes U ( UiA: i E I) E (U (Vi: i E I})d as in the 
following example: 
Example 1.7. Let Z[&y] be the differential ring where a is defined by a(r) = 0 for 
each r E Z, a(x) = 1 and a(y) = 0. (y) and (xp+y,p) are prime differential ideals for 
each prime number p. rad((xP+y,p), (y)) = (s y,p) which is not a differential ideal. 
Corollary 1.8. Let R be a quasi-special differential ring. If u (Ui: i c I) L 
SPecA(R), then u(Uib: iEI)=(u(Ui: ieI& =Spec(R). 
Proof. U { U’ : i E I} = SPecA (R) implies ({ T} : i E I) = R. By definition sf quasi- 
special differential ring [({ T}: i E I)] = R = ({ T}: i E I), because ({ q}: i E I) is a dif- 
ferential ring and now the proof follows by the proof of Lemma 1.6. 0 
Lemma 1.9. Let R and S be a differential rings and let f : R + S be a differential 
ring homomorphism. If S is a special differential ring, then for each open subset 
Uof SPecA(R),f*-‘(UA)=(f*-l(U)),. 
Proof. It is well known that the restriction of the map f *: SPecA(S) + Spec(R) to 
SPecA(R) is again a continuous map from SpecA (S) to SPecd(R). If U= 
[Spec(R) - V(T)] n Spec,(R), then U, = Spec(R) - V({ T}) by Lemma 1 S. 
So f *%!A)=specA(S)- V(f({T}))=SPec(S)- V({f(T)}), because (f({T})) 
is a differential ideal and S is a special differential ring. On the other hand, 
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f*-‘(U) = [Speq (S) - V(f(( T}))] n Speed (S), so the proof follows by Lemma 
1.5. 0 
Remark. If S is a differential ring, then we have only f*-r(UA) E (f*-‘(U)), for 
each open subset U of Speed(R). Furthermore, if S is a quasi-special differential 
ring we have f*-‘(OJ E (f*-’ (0))A = Od = 0 by Lemma 1.6. 
2. The presheaf &+$,, 
Starting with the structure sheaf d of rings on Spec(R) we define a sheaf @& on 
the differential spectrum of a differential ring in which the nilradical is differential. 
If R is an integral domain and a quasi-special differential ring, we prove that 
R= n{@&,: I&pec/J(R)}. 
Let R be a ring. It is well known that the structure sheaf of rings 6 on Spec(R) 
is defined by d(U)=proj.lim{RI: IE U} =proj.lim{R,: D(t)c U} for each open 
subset U of Spec(R) and the stalk of d at each prime ideal I in R is isomorphic to 
the local ring RI. 
If R is a differential ring, then d is a sheaf of differential algebras over R by 
[7, p. 1101. 
Proposition 2.1. Let R be a differential ring such that the nilradical N of R is a 
differential ideal. It is possible to define the presheaf tFfAI of differential rings on 
SpecA(R) by taking &Q(U) = B(UA) for each open subset U of Spec,(R). 
Proof. @fdj is well defined by Lemma 1 S. Let U and I;/ be open subsets of 
SpecA(R) such that UC V. If U = [Spec(R) - V(T)] n Speed (R) and V= [Spec(R) -
V(T)] n Speq(R), then {T} c {T’}, because {T} = n {I: IE Spec,(R) and I3 T} 
for all Tc R. So UA C VA and there exists a canonical differential ring homomor- 
phism au, V : 6’( VA) + 6(UA). If U, V and Ware open subsets of Speed(R) such that 
UCVCW, then U,CV,CW, and oU,w=oU,V.aV,w. Cl 
Remark. If R is a differential ring, then S, = Spec(R) - C1(SpecA (R)) is nonempty 
when N is not a differential ideal, by Lemma 1.6. If this is the case, then &J)(O) = 
@(0*) # 0. 
Proposition 2.2. Let R be a special differential ring. tF& is a sheaf of differential 
rings on Speed (R). 
Proof. Let U be an open subset of SpecA(R) and let U= U { r/i: k I} be an open 
cover Of U. U, = U { UiA: i E I} by Lemma 1.6. Now @& is a sheaf because @ is a 
sheaf and Qtd)(U)= tP(U,) for each open subset U of Speed(R). •J 
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Remark. Let R be a special differential ring. By [8, Theorem 2.2, p. 2461 the map 
p: Spec(R) ---B Spec,(R) defined by p(I) = I, for each ZE Spec,(R) is continuous 
ontoSpecd(R). If TSR, thenp-‘(V({T})~Specd(R))={I~Specd(R):l,>(~n}}= 
V({ T)), i.e. p-‘(U) = U, for each open subset U of Spec,(R). By [6, p. 651 it is 
possible to define the sheaf p@= @(A1 by definition of @7(J) and p,(6). 
Corollary 2.3. Let R be a quasi-special differential ring and let tP& be the sheaf 
associated to the presheaf tQ) on Spec,(R). We have 6&(Specd(R)) = R = 
@(A ) (Speed (R )h 
Proof. By definition of quasi-special differential ring and by Proposition 2.1, et,, 
is a presheaf on Spec4 (R). @,,,(Spec,(R)) = R by Lemma 1.6. By Corollary 1.8, we 
have @$,(Spec4 (R)) = Oi;,,(SpecA(R)), F being a sheaf on Spec(R). 0 
Corollary 2.4. Let R be a differential ring such that the nilradical N of R is a differen- 
tial ideal. If U is an open subset of Spec4 (R), then @&(U) = inj .lim (@( V): V= 
u{Ui,: kl) and U=u(Ui: iE1)). 
Proof. The corollary fo?ows from the definition of sheaf associated to a presheaf 
and the definition of @(4). Cl 
Let R be a differential ring such that the nilradical N of R is a differential ideal 
and let I be a prime differential ideal in R. (R& shall denote the stalk of the 
presheaf @(A) on Spec,(R) at I. 
Lemma 2.5. Let R be a differential ring such that the nilradical N of R is a differen- 
tial ideal and let I E Spec, (R ). 
(i) (R& is a differential ring. 
(ii) There exist canonical differential ring homomorphisms ht : R --) (R& and 
fr : (&)A + RI such that g,hl= ft, where ft : R + Rt is the canonical differential ring 
homomorphism. 
(iii) hF(Sp@(Rt)d)) > n (V: V/= u (UiA : kI), IEU=U(Ui:i~l))>{JESpec(R): 
JG I> and h!(Spec((R,),)) > (J~Spec~(R)z JC I). 
(iv) gp : Spec(R,) + Spec((R&) is an injective map. 
Proof. (i) (RI),=inj.lim.{6(V): V=U{V,: iEI), U=U(Ui: &I) and IEU) 
so it is a differential ring, being the inductive limit of the differential rings Q(V) 
by [2, Proposition 3.5, p. 151. 
(ii) ht : R + (R& exists by definition of (RI), . Now RI= ind.lim{ @( W) : W 
open subsets of Spec(R) and IE W}, because it is isomorphic to the stalk of the 
sheaf @ at 1. By definition of inductive limit there exists a ring homomorphism 
gi: (I?& -+ Rt and g1 is differential by [2, Proposition 3.5, p. 151. By the same 
proposition we have g,ht = f, . 
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(iii) Let h, : R --) @(V) be the canonical differential ring homomorphism for each 
open subset V of Spec(R). hT(Spec((R,),)) = n (h,?(Spec(@( V))): I’= U ( U; !: in I}, 
U=U{UiZiEl) and kU}>n{V: V=U{UiJ:iEI}, U=U(UiTiEI} and 
kU}>n{W: W open subset in Spec(R) and kW)={JESpec(R):J~I}. 
hF(Spec((R,),)) 2 { JE Spec,(R): Jc_ I} as consequence of (iv). 
(iv) Since fl* : Spec(R]) + Spec(R) is an injectivc map, g; is injective because 
f;” = h,*gF by (ii). Cl 
Proposition 2.6. Let R be a differential ring such that R is an integral domain and 
a quasi-special differential ring. We have R = n ((R& : I E Speed (R)] . 
Furthermore, if (R& is integrali’y closed for each IE Spec,(R), then R is 
in tegrah’y closed. 
Proof. If R is an integral domain, then (R& is again an integral domain, because 
it is the inductive limit of the integral domains a(V), V being an open subset of 
Speq(R) as before. Furthermore, if IC specn(R), tkn the canonical differential 
ring homomorphism h,: R + (R& is injective, because the canonical differential 
ring homomorphism h w: R + @( W) is injective for each open subset W of Spec(R) 
and by definition of (R&. 
SO R c n {(R& : IE Speed(R)} . NOW let f E n {(R& : IE Speed(R)) . For each 
kSpecA(R) there exists an open subset V, of Spec(R) such that V,= U{(U~,)~: 
jlEJl), U{Uj[:jlEJl)31 and f&‘(V& Since Spec,(R)=U{Uj,:jrE.J, and IE 
Speq,(R)} and R is a quasi-special differential ring, then Spec(R)= U {(Uj,)d: j,E J, 
and ZE Speed(R)} = U { V,: I E Spec,(R)) by Lemma 1.6 and Corollary 1 A. Now 
f E d(SpecA(R)) = R because 6 is a sheaf on Spec(R). If (R& is integrally closed 
for all IE Spec,(R), then R is integrally closed by definition of integral closure, 
since R = n {(RI),: k Speed(R)}. Cl 
Lc L R be a differential ring such that the nilradical N of R is a differential ideal 
and let IE Spec,(R). Let gl: (R& + R, be the differential ring homomorphism as 
above. (IR,), will denote gr’(IR,). 
Remark. (R& is not always a local ring as shown in the following example: 
Example 2.1. Let C[X] be the differential ring where 3 is defined by a(r) = 0 for all 
r E 43 and a(x) = 1. C[x] is a special differential ring [5, Corollary of Lemma 2, p. 271 
and Spec&[x]) = { (0)). We have Gca, Spec&[x]) = (C[X]&~ = C[X]. 
Remark. Many results in this section can be generalized in the following way. Let 
@ denote any family of ideals in a ring R and let Spec&R) = g?n Spec(R). For 
other definitions and notation see [ 10, pp. 164-l 651. Proposition 2.1 holds 
whenever the nilradical N of R is in @A Proposition 2.2 holds when radJ= rad I 
for each IE @?. Corollary 2.3 holds when the nilradical NE g and every maximal 
ideal in @? is prime. Finally, Proposition 2.6 holds when the ring R is an integral 
domak, (0) E 8’ api every maximal ideal in @? is prime. In any case if W= 
[Spec(R) - V(T)] n Spec&?), then V, = Spec(R) - V(rad,( T)) for every o 
subset U of Spec&R). 
in scheme fSpec~UO,@fi,) 
We define Kolchin schemes and morphisms of Kolchin schemes. Furthermore, we 
prove that a differential ring homomorphism inducts a morphism as ringed spaces 
between the corresponding Kolchin schemes. 
Definition. Let R be a special differential ring. The pair (Speq(R), t%?&,) is called 
a Kolchin scheme. 
Proposition 3.1. Let R md S be special differential rings and let f : R --, S be a dif- 
ferentiul ring homomorphism. .f induces a morphism of ringed spaces f *: 
(sP=A(s), @(A)) -+ (sp=A(Rb @(A))- 
Proof. f induces a continuous map f * : Spec(S) 3 Spec(R) and its restriction to 
Spend, which we call again f *, is a continuous map from Spend to Speed(R) 
by [2, Theorem 1.3, p. 51. For each open subset U of Speed(R), by Lemma 1.9, 
(f *-‘(u&j =f *-‘(&I)- 
Since @(VA) = @{A)(u) and @[A)(f *-l(u)) = @(f *-‘(UA)) by definition of @(A), 
we have a differential ring homomorphism &,: &@) + @&f *-l(u)). We 
llote that if V/c U are open subsets of SpecA(R), then VA C & by Lemma 1.5. So 
there exists a differential ring homomorphism a(u, V) =@(& b): @&u) + 
@(A)(V) and f;A,,/dU, V) = a(f *-‘(u),f *-l(v))&jju* 0 
Remark. Proposition 3.1 is still true if we suppose that R is a differential ring in 
which the nilradical is differential and we consider the ringed space (Spec&?), 6&). 
If this is the case, the proof follows by Lemma 1.9 and by definition of the sheaves 
8 and @&. 
Example 3.2. Let R be the field of the meromorphic functions over a domain of C 
and let a and i3’ be respectively the usual and the trivial derivation operator on R. R 
is a differential ring with respect to a and a’. (Speq(S), ata,) = (Specs(S), Gc&. If 
i : R + R is the identity ring homomorphism, then it is not a differential ring 
homomorphism while it induces an isomorphism between the ringed spaces 
(Spec&Q @&) and (Spec&), @‘+ 
efinition. A morphism f * : (SpecA(s), 6&) + (SpecA(R), @&) between Kolchin 
schemes i a morphism of ringecl spaces uch that 
(0 -f;&. : @&vn --@ (~)(f*-‘w~ is a krential ring homomorphism for each 
open subset U of Spec,&R); 
(ii) if Ad), : (Rf&, -. (S& is the differe 
then ff&(&)d = (f*IRf& . 
I ring homomorphism induced by f, 
Exampie 3.3. Let C[x] be the differeacral r’ with respect o 3, where a is defined 
by a(r) = :3 for each r E C and a(x) =x. Le &x) be the differential ring with respect 
to a’, where C(x) is the total ring of frac of C[x] and ar is induced by (3 [I I, 
p. 641. Spec,#C[xl) = {(O), (x)}, whiie Sp 1x1) = {(Qf .
@&$ --) (Spec&(x)), CD&) be the 
Let f * : C+~~~4~(x)), 
morphism nged spaces defined by f*((O)) = (x) 
and f : C[x] -+ C(x), where f is the canonica rential ring homomorphism. Since 
QcI = (C[xlo)a and c(x) = (C(&&-~, then 
&)fO,wwM(O,)a =f -VO = (01 f “(O)Q= [Xlf *@))a = (x). 
4. Equivalence between the category of t 
the special differential rings 
olchin schemes and the category of 
We prove that the category of Kolchin SC mes with their morphisms is equivalent 
to the category of special differential r As an application in differential 
algebraic geometry, the category of affine fferential varieties over a universal dif- 
ferential field F of char 0 is equivalent e category of finitely differentially 
generated algebras over F with no nilpot 
Proposition 4.1. The functor F defined by F(R) = (Spec(,,(R), @&) gives an equi- 
valence of categories between the category of special differential rings with their dif- 
ferential ring homomorphisms and tk cIzzgor_v o&f Kolchin schemes with their 
corresponding morphisms. Its inverse 13 ;!tti jtinctor G defined by 
Proof. Let R and S be special differential rings and let f: R --) S be a differential 
ring homomorphism. f induces a morphism of ringed spaces 
f *: (Spec~d~(~), @(I&) + (Spqd,(R), @$I)) 
by Proposition 3.1. Since f is a differential ring homomorphism, -f;dIU : @+d)(U) + 
@fd)( f *-‘(c/J) is a differer-:ial ring homomorphism by definition of 6’(d) and by [7, 
p. 1 lo]. Let I be a prime differential ideal of S. f induces differential ring homomor- 
phisms &I), : (Rf*hl --) ml and ff: Rf *I -d+. It is easy to show that figf*,=g&,,, 
where gN& -4 and gf+ &-*A -+R,yI are the differential ring homo- _ 
morphisms defined before, So we hitk)e 
(g&j),)-’ (Is,? =&;,(&)d = (figf *I)- '(&) = tf *zRf *f)A 9 
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because f induces a morphism of locally ringed spaces from (Spec(S);@) tj [6, 
Proposition 2.3, p. 731. 
Now let f * : (SpecA (S), @&) --) (SpecA (R), @&) be a morphism of Kolchin 
schemes. f * induces differential ring homomorphisms f: R --) S and &,), : (RS+& -+ 
(S& for each I E Spec#) such that hlf =&), hJal, where hl and hf*, are 
the differential ring homomorphisms defined before. (h,f )-l(IS&, = f -’ I= 
(&AIIhfr$l (IS& =f *I for each JE Speed(S), i.e., f * is induced from f. III 
Remark. Proposition 4.1 extends a well-known result in algebraic geometry, where 
the hypothesis of morphism of locally ringed spaces is necessary to show the 
equivalence between the morphism of affine schemes and certain ring homomor- 
phisms [6, Proposition 2.3, p. 731. Conditions (i) and (ii) in the definition of 
morphism of Kolchin schemes are independent by Examples 2.7 and 3.3. 
Remark. If we consider the category of ringed spaces (Speed(R), @&) where R is 
a quasi special differential ring, then the functor G aq above gives a one to one 
correspondence between the objects of this category and the objects of the category 
of quasi special differential rings with their differential ring homomorphisms. 
Definition. Let R be a differential ring and let @’ be the restriction of the structure 
sheaf tV of differential rings to (SpecJR)). The pair (SpecA(R), @J is called affine 
differential scheme [7, p. 1111. 
If R is a differential ring such that the nilradical of R is differential, then the 
sheaves 84 and 6& are often distinct. The identity map on Spec4 (R) induces 
a morphism of ringed spaces i*: (SpecAR), @A)+ (SwA(R), @&) where 
iu: @&(u) * @A(u) is the canonical differential ring homomorphism for each 
open subset u of SpecA(R). For each IE SpecA(R), i1: (R,)A + @A, is the differen- 
tial ring homomorphism gf, because @A, = R, . 
Corollary 4.2. There is a functor from the category of Kolchin schemes to the 
category of affine differential schemes (specA (R), @A ), where R is a special dif- 
feren tial ring. 
Proof. Since Spec4 is a functor from the category of differential rings to the 
category of affine differential schemes [7, p. 1111, by Proposition 4.1 there is a 
functor from the category of Kolchin schemes to the category of affine differential 
schemes (Spec,(R), @,,), where R is a special differential ring. 0 
5. Sheaves of @&differential modules 
We give the definition of sheaf of @&-modules on a Kolchin scheme and we 
prove that every quasi-coherent sheaf of @&modules is equal to &,, M being 
the module of the global sections of s. As a consequence, we have the equivalence 
between the category of R-modules, where R is a speck1 differential ring, and the 
category of quasi-coherent sheaves of t%& modules on the Kolchin scheme 
(Speq,(R), @&). Furthermore, we show that Hi(Specd(R),3) =0 for all i>O and 
all quasi-coherent sheaves of @&modules on (Speed(R), @&). 
Let R be a differential ring. An R-differential module M is an R-module with a 
set d of derivation operators such that a(rm) = a(r)m + d(m) for any a cd, r E R 
and mdM. 
Let M and N be R-differential modules. f: M 3 N is a differential morphism if 
f is a morphism of R-modules such that fa = af for any a E d . 
Let (X, Gx) be a ringed space. Gx is a sheaf of differential rings if C’(U) is a dif- 
ferential ring for each open subset U of X and if for each inclusion V/E U, 
Q(U, V) : c&(U) --) tPv( V) is a differential ring homomorphism. A sheaf $ of fix- 
differential modules on X is a sheaf of @x-modules uch that g(U) is an e,(U)- 
differential module for each open subset U of X and for each mchrsion V/c U the 
morphism a( U, V) : iF( U) +&F(V) is a differential morphism. 
Let R be a differential ring and let M bsl an R-module. Let M be the sheaf of @- 
modules on Spec4(R) defined in [6, p. 1001. 
h~pdthn 5.1. Let R be a differential ring such that the nilradical N of R is dif- 
ferential. Let $ be a sheaf of @-differential modules on Spec(R). It is possible to 
define the sheaf 3& of @‘; )-differential modules on Speed(R) by taking &d+)(U) = 
ind.lim(S(V): V=u(U,: &I) and U=u(Ui: iel)) for each open subset U of 
Spcc,(R). 
Proof. For each open subset U of Spec,(R), gtA)(U)=$(UA) is defined. g(A) is a 
presheaf on SpecA(R) by Lemma 1.5 and by definition of the sheaves 6 and 9I 
Furthermore, g(A)(U) is an @(U,)-differential module for each open subset U of 
Spec,(R) by the definition of sheaf of @-differential modules. So the sheaf +4+) 
associated to the presheaf &&(A) is well defined. 
For each open subset U of SpecA(R), 9$)(U) has a structure of 0&(U)- 
differential module, since Q&(U) = ind.lim{ @( V): V = U { UiJ : i & I} and U = 
U(Ui: iE I)). 0 
Proposition 5.2. Let R be a special differential ring and let g be a sheaf of t% 
differential modules on Spec(R). Then &?& is a sheaf of fltA,-differential modules 
On SpCC,(R). 
Proof. Let U be an open subset of Spec,(R) and let U= U { Ui: i E I} be an open 
cover Of U. Ud = U { c/i_t: ie I} by Lemma 1.6. Now G$) is a sheaf because 9 is a 
sheaf and +A)(U)=g(UA) for each open subset U of SpecJR). q 
Remark. If R a special differential ring, then the sheaf @A) =p.&9 by [S, Theorem 
2.2, p. 2461 and by the definition of direct image of a sheaf. 
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Corollary 5.3. Let R be a quasi-special differential ring and let #& be the sheaf 
of @+,)-differential modules as in Proposition 5.1. We have 9&(SpecA (R)) = 
@(Q=(R)) = @(A )(SpecA (R )). 
Proof. The corollary follows from the definition of quasi-special differential ring 
and from Corollary 1.8. q 
Let R be a differential ring such that the nilradical N of R is differential and let 
M be an R-module. @& is the sheaf of @&-modules on Speed(R) given by the 
sheaf A& as in Proposition 5.1. 
Proposition 5.4. Let R be a differential ring such that the nilradical N of R is differ- 
ential and let S be a special differential ring. Let f : R + S be a differential ring 
homomorphism and let g : Speed(S) --) Speed (R) be the corresponding continuous 
map. 
(i) The map M + a& gives a functor from the category of R-modules (respec- 
tively R-differential modules) to the category of sheaves of @&-modules (respec- 
tively t9’(2 ,-differen tial modules). 
(ii) For any S-module N, g*(i’$&) = &&, where RN means N considered as R- 
module. 
Proof. (i) Follows from [6, Proposition 5.2, p. 1 lo]. 
(ii) g : SpecA (S) + Speed(R) is the restriction to Speed(R) of the continuous map 
between the spectra induced by f [2, Theorem 1.3, p. 51, g*@!&)(U) = 
g&&U) = I$AI(g-‘(U)) for each open subset U of Speed (R). &,,(g-l(U)) = 
fl((g-1(U))A)=6@g-‘(U’)) because f is a special differential ring. 
Since g*(m) = Rfi by [6, Proposition 5.2, p. 1 lo], 
RI$i) = ind.lim{N(g-l(V)): V= U{V,: kI} and U= U{Ui: kI}}. 
Now g-‘(V) = g-‘(‘J{Ui,:ieI)) = U{g-‘(Uid):ieI} = U{(g-‘(Ui))d:iEI) 
because S is a special differential ring. Since f-‘(U) = U{f -‘(Ui): k I}, 
U {g-‘(ui)A:ieI) = (g-‘(U)), 
IJW’(Ud)). 0 
= g-‘(UA) by Lemma 1.6 and #&(U) = 
Definition. Let R be a special differential ring and let g be a sheaf of @&-modules 
(respectively @&-differential modules) on Speed(R). g is called a quasi-coherent 
sheaf of @&-modules (respectively SC&differential modules) if
(i) There exists an open cove- Uj, j E J of Speed(R) such that L/j= Specd(A’j) as 
Kolchin schemes; 
(ii) S/Uj S (J@j)(+d) 9 where Mj is an Sj-module (respectively Sj -differential 
module) for all jrz J. 
Remark. The rings Sj, as beforf ~ are special differential rings by the definition of 
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Kolchin scheme. If R is a special differential ring and jMis an R-module (respectively 
an R-differential module), then a& is a quasi-coherent sheaf of G&-modules 
(respectively @&-differential modules) on Spec, (R) by its own definition. 
Proposition 5.5. Let R be a special differential ring and let g be a quasi coherent 
sheaf of @&modules on Speq (R). If M = r(SpecA(R),@), then @= r;i,‘,. 
Proof. Let U be an open subset of SpecA(R) such that U- Speq,(S) as Kolchin 
scheme. By Proposition 4.1 there exists a differential ring homomorphism f :R -+ S. 
Let U, = Spec(R) - V(I), where I is a radical differential ideal in R. If f * : 
Spec(S) + Spec(R) is the corresponding continuous function, then f *-I( U,) = 
Spec(S) - v(f (I)) = Spec(S) - V({f(I)}), because S is a special differential ring. 
Spec,(S) =f *-‘( U’) n Speq (S) because Us Spec4 (S) and then rad( f (I)) = 
1f(O) = S. 
So Spec(S) = Spec(S) - v(f (I)) = f *-‘(LI,). Moreover, (Spec,(S), @&= 
(U Q/U) implies that T(SpecA(S), @&=r(U, e&U)), i.e., S is differentially 
isomorphic to @(d)(U) = B(U,). WA = U {D(t): t E I} and there exists a canonical 
differential ring homomorphism g,: @(UA) + Rt for all t E I. Since f: R + @(V,) is 
a differential ring homomorphism, f *(Spec(@(UJ)) 2 U,. On the other hand, 
f *-‘(&)=Spec(d(U,)) and then f *(Spec(@(UJ))= V,, Furthermore, f *-‘(UA)= 
U {f *-‘D(t): t E I} = U {D(f (t)): t E I}. Since Spec(O(UJ) is quasi compact, here 
exist tl, .c-g t_? such that Spec(@(Q,))=U{D(f(t&i=l,...,n}. SO UA=U{D(ti):i= 
1 , . . ..n}. 
Since UA is an open subset of Spec(R), (U,, e/U” ) is a scheme. In order to show 
that (U,, &VU,) is an affine scheme it is sufficient o show that D(ti) = { JE UA : 
tie JRj} and .V(ti) is affine for all i= 1, . . ..n by [6, Example 2.1’, p. 811. 
NOW D(ti)E Spec(R,) and D(ti) = { JE Spec(R): ti $ J} SO (V,, O/U,) is an affine 
scheme. NOW suppose that SpecA(R) = U { Uj: j E J} and UjE Spec,(Sj) as Kolchin 
schemes. We have Spec(R) = U { (Uj), : j E J} and Sjz @(( Uj),) for all j E J. SUP- 
pose that g is a quasi-coherent sheaf of @&-modules on Speed (R) and s/Ujz 
&&I, where Mj is an S, -module for all j E J. Since (( Uj>, ,@I( Uj),) is an affine 
scheme, we can define the sheaf ij on (r/j)4 for all je J. Let 9 be the sheaf of @ 
modules on Spec(R) obtained by glueing the sheaves A$. ($9 is a quasi-coherent 
sheaf of &modules on Spec(R) by its own definition [6, p. 111. 
SO if M = r(Spec(R), 8), then $3 s AT. NOW 8,,( Uj) = 4e <(Uj)A) =Mj for all .i E J= 
Furthermore, for any open subset U of SpecA(R) with UE Uj we have g(,)(v)= 
B(VA)=M;(V,). Since (r/i), is homeomorphic to Spec(Sj), S$J=~, i.e. g= 
AT&. 0 
Corollary 5.6. Let R be a special differential ring. The functor F’ defined by 
F’(M) = A&& gives an equivalence of categories between the category of R-modules 
and the category of quasi-coherent sheaves of @&-modules on Speed(R). Its 
inverse is the functor G’ defined by G’(g) =T(Spec4(R),g). The same functor 
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defines an equivalence of categories between the category of R-differential modules 
and the category of 
Spec,(R). 
quasi-coherent sheaves of @(; )-differential mcJules on 
roof. The corollary 
p. 1131. cl 
follows from Proposition 5.5. and [6, Corollary 5.5, 
Corollary 5.7. Let R be a special differential ring. The functor T defined by 
T(G) = A?& gives an equivalence of categories between the category of quasi- 
coherent sheaves of &modules on Spec(R) and the category of quasi-coherent 
sheaves of @$,-modules (respectively Q &-differential modules) on Spec, (R). 
Proof. Follows from Proposition 5.5. 0 
Proposition 5.8. Let A be a special differential ring and let M be an R-module. 
HJ(Specd(R)J&) =0 for all j>O. 
Proof. If M is an R-module, then there exists an injective resolution of the sheaf 
M in the category of sheaves of @-modules on Spec(R) by [6, Proposition 2.2, 
p. 2071 and by [6, p. 2041. Let 
be such a resolution, where the di* : Ij-, Zi+’ are morphisn-s of sheaves of @- 
modules such that di+ ’ *di* - 0 for all jz 0. By [6, p. 2051, Wi(Specd (R), A& = 
hj(T(Spec(R), I’)) for all jl0. By the definition of sheaf of @(A,-modules we have 
the sequence 
-+ f * O---+M(Ll)--+ rp,t do*, I(;; .dl*, . . . 
where f * and dj* are the morphisms of sheaves as before. In fact, since 9& = 
p&F), the functor p* from the category of sheaves of @-modules on Spec(R) to the 
category of sheaves of @(A1 -modules on SpecA(R) is left exact by [4, p. 1461. 
Furthermore, I’ (d) = pJj is flasque, being li is flasque by [6, Example 1.16, p. 671 
for all jz 0. Since T(Spec(R), I’) = T(Spec,(R), I& and T(Spec(R), M) = M= 
T(Specd(R), M&), we have the thesis. Cl 
Corollary 5.9. Let R be a special differential ring and let G be a sheaf of tPA - 
modules on Speed(R). If g is a quasi coherent sheaf of @&-modules, then 
H ‘(Spec,(R),$) = 0 for all i>O. 
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